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Mars Wikipedia
Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun and the second smallest planet in the Solar System after Mercury In
English Mars carries a name of the Roman god of war and is often referred to as the Red Planet because the
reddish iron oxide prevalent on its surface gives it a reddish appearance that is distinctive among the
astronomical bodies visible to the naked eye
Colonization of Mars Wikipedia
Earth is similar to Venus in bulk composition size and surface gravity but Mars s similarities to Earth are more
compelling when considering colonization These include The Martian day or sol is very close in duration to
Earth s A solar day on Mars is 24 hours 39 minutes and 35 244 seconds Mars has a surface area that is 28 4 of
Earth s only slightly less than the amount of dry land
Colonization Atomic Rockets
A more dubious reason is that the author is writing about Bat Durston that is they are being lazy by writing a
space western Westerns are set in the wild west the corresponding location in science fiction is an interstellar
colony
Science Fiction News amp Recent Science Review for the
Science Fiction News amp Recent Science Review for the Autumn 2007
Black Dossier Annotations Enjolrasworld
The gate chains and jagged lightning bolts replacing the crown gives another indication about what England
has become in the alternate history of Black Dossier PÃ¡draig Ã“ MÃ©alÃ³id writes This poster was
apparently never actually issued but was held in reserve in case Britain got invaded
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